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A combined experimental/numerical study was performed to calculate the 3D octahedral shear strain map in a mouse tibia
loaded axially. This study is motivated by the fact that the bone remodelling analysis, in this in vivomouse model should be
performed at the zone of highest mechanical stimulus to maximise the measured effects. Accordingly, it is proposed that
quantification of bone remodelling should be performed at the tibial crest and at the distal diaphysis. The numerical model
could also be used to furnish a more subtle analysis as a precise correlation between local strain and local biological response
can be obtained with the experimentally validated numerical model.
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1. Introduction

In vivo mechanical loading models have been developed
to study mechano-transduction, which is the process of
biological response to a mechanical stimulus. In particular,
for bone, the biological response to an applied external
mechanical stimulus is generally quantified by morpho-
logical imaging (micro-computed tomography, scanning
electron microscopy), histology or biomechanical tests
(three or four point bending).

Rubin et al. (1996) were pioneers in this field showing
that cortical bone mass and size of the turkey ulna was
regulated by mechanical stimulations (Rubin and Lanyon
1984). Since this work, different studies have been per-
formed confirming the responsiveness of bone to mechan-
ical stimulus. For example, Chow et al. (1993) showed that
mechanical loading is a determinant for the physiological
behaviour of cancellous bone in a rat vertebrae model
(Chambers et al. 1993). More recently, non-invasive models
of mechanical loading were adapted to the challenging
dimensions of mice bones. Cyclic four-point loading
were applied on mouse tibia and the results highlighted
the difference in response between different breeds of mice
(Akhter et al. 1998). Tibial axial loading was used to study
site-specific remodelling response to mechanical stimuli
(De Souza et al. 2005; Fritton et al. 2005) and the loading
effect on bone healing (Gardner et al. 2006).

In vivo loading experiments require a precise control of
the mechanical stimulus to correctly interpret the measured
changes of the bone structure. It is likely that the most
relevant structural changes of the loaded bone will

be observed at the maximally stimulated locations. There-
fore, to optimise the significance of a study, the choice of the
locationwhere histological or histomorphological imaging is
to be processed should be defined in function of the spatial
distribution of the mechanical stimulus.

Themost accessiblemeasure of themechanical stimulus
is the strain. The strain variable has indeed been used in
many different bone remodelling models (Carter 1987;
Huiskes et al. 1987) In this study,wewant to estimate the 3D
strain map in an axial loading model of the mouse tibia.

The mouse tibia is neither homogenous nor axisym-
metric. Therefore, the maximum strain location is not
known a priori when an external load is applied. In order
to assess the spatial distribution and intensity of strain in
an axially loaded mouse tibia, we designed a study based
on three steps. The first step was to experimentally
measure the strain occurring at three different locations on
a mouse tibia under different axial loads. In the second
step, a numerical biomechanical model of a mouse tibia
was built and validated with the experimental data. In the
third step, the numerical model was used to extrapolate the
strain distribution over the whole tibial geometry and to
determine the 3D octahedral shear strain map and the
highest strain locations.

2. Materials and methods

In this section, we will first describe the experimental
procedure of measuring the strain at three different
locations on the mouse tibia, followed by a description
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of the numerical model developed to quantify the strain on
the whole mouse tibia.

2.1 Animals

C57BL6 male mice were acclimated to our facility for 3
weeks. They were maintained under standard no barrier
conditions and had access to mouse chow and water ad
libitum. The local ethics committee on animal care
approved all animal procedures (Protocol#1920).

2.2 Strain measures

Nine mice were sacrificed at the age of 15 ^ 3 weeks and
the tibias were immediately extracted. Soft tissues were
removed and the tibias were cleaned with acetone.
The tibias were separated randomly into three groups of
six corresponding to three zones of tests on the tibia; Zone
1, antero-proximal; Zone 2, antero tibial crest; Zone 3,
postero-distal (Figure 1). Each tibia received a single
element foil strain gauge (EA-06-015LA-120, Vishay
Micro-Measurements, Raleigh, NC, USA) aligned with
the long axis bond to the bone surface with cyanoacrylate
(Rapid Mix 72771, Forbo CTU, Schönenwerd, Switzer-
land). The gauge was connected to a tension amplifier and
digital recorder (DAQ NI9215, National Instruments,

Switzerland). To verify the linkage between the strain
gauge and the bone surface, two tibias were scanned by
micro computed tomography (mCT) at 9mm pixel size.
The images showed that the gauge location corresponded
to the target and that no space was left between the gauge
and the bone surface (Figure 2).

2.3 Calibration of the setup

A strain gauge was placed at the center of an aluminum
beam of dimensions 3 £ 10 £ 350mm and connected to
the electronics. One end of the beam was fixed and
controlled, while loads were applied on the opposite end.
The resulting tension was recorded for each load. To obtain
the deformation–tension relationship, the beam defor-
mation theory was applied to calculate the exact
deformation at the center of the beam for each load.

2.4 Mechanical loading

A compression machine was developed to apply controlled
compression cycles on mouse tibias, based on a previously
published work (De Souza et al. 2005; Fritton et al. 2005).
Custom moulded pads were placed on the axes to apply the
compression on the bone ends. The tibia was then placed on
the stimulation machine between the moving pad on the
proximal-side and the fixed pad on the distal-side (Figure 3).

To maintain the initial position of the tibia, a pre-load
of 0.2N was applied before the dynamic compression.
The compression waveform was composed of square like
cycles at 2 Hz of frequency and amplitude from 1N
minimum force during 0.25 s followed by maximal force
during 0.25 s. The maximal force increased from 1 to 10N
by steps of 1N every 20 cycles (Figure 4). Because of the
natural curvature of the tibia, this simple axial loading
induced combined compressive and bending strains.

Figure 1. Definition of the regions of interest on the mouse tibia.
Zone 1, proximal tibia, presents a flat and regular surface. It is the
widest area of the tibia; therefore the easiest location to place a
gauge. Zone 2 begins at the tibial crest and ends 1mm before the
junctionwith thefibula.This zone is relativelyflat but narrower than
Zone 1, therefore, the strain gauge is harder to place. Zone 3, distal
tibia, is narrow and curved. It is the hardest surface to fix a gauge.

Figure 2. (a) Side-view of a mCT scan of a tibia with a strain gauge placed at Zone 2 and connecting wires. (b) Profile view along dotted
line showing the strain gauge linkage to the bone follows the contour of bone surface.
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2.5 Numerical model

2.5.1 Geometry

The geometry of a fresh specimen of mouse tibia was
reconstructed from mCT scan data (mCT40, Scanco
Medical AG, Switzerland) at a 9mm resolution. The axial
reconstructed images were then imported in AMIRA
(Mercury Computer Systems, MA, USA) for the segmenta-
tion of the tibial bone volume. Finally, a geometric model
based on parametric surfaces was built from the AMIRA
data using Geomagic (Geomagic, Inc., NC, USA).

2.5.2 3D FE model

The geometric model of the tibia was then imported into
Abaqus (Simulia, Providence, RI, USA). A total number of
26,000 3D (20-node quadratic brick, reduced integration)
elements were used to mesh the tibia.

2.5.3 Material properties

The density of the cancellous and cortical bone can vary
greatly in the tibia. To incorporate this parameter, the
Hounsfield number was correlated to the bone density.
The Young’s modulus was then estimated using the
equation derived by Rho et al. (1995) for a longitudinal
compressed human tibia bone.

2.5.4 Boundary conditions

Each of the articular end surfaces of the tibia were rigidly
connected to a point placed at the center of the surface.

The distal point was completely fixed, while the proximal
point was free to translate in the axial direction. An axial
compressive force of 8Nwas applied on the proximal point.

2.5.5 Measurements

Strains were calculated in the direction of the experimental
strain gauge, within the three locations (surface of bone) of
the strain gauges. An average and standard deviation of the
calculated strain was then obtained for each location.

3. Results

3.1 Experimental strain

At loading application, the strain has a peak of ,10% of
the total strain and then drops to its plateau value until load
is retrieved (Figure 5(a)). The following measurements
were recorded at plateau values.

The force–strain relationship was established by
successively increasing loading cycles between 1 and
10N for each zone. The force–strain relationships are
linear with R 2 . 0.95 for each zone (Figure 5(b)).

For the 8N loading, the experimental values of the
strain were 440 ^ 31m1 at Zone 1, 1337 ^ 100m1 at Zone
2 and 444 ^ 81m1 at Zone 3. The strain values were
significantly higher in Zone 2 compared to Zones 1 and 3.

3.2 Numerical model validation

For 8N loading, the numerical values of the strain were
472 ^ 225m1 at Zone 1, 1320 ^ 372m1 at Zone 2 and
420 ^ 127m1 at Zone 3. These results correspond to
experimental measurements with an error smaller than
10% (Figure 6).

3.3 Extrapolation to the entire tibia, highest strain
location

The octahedral shear strain distribution was calculated
numerically for five different locations: proximal tibia,
proximal-diaphysis, tibial-crest diaphysis, midshaft and
distal tibia (Figure 7). Mean octahedral shear strain was
calculated for each zone on the antero and the postero side
(Table 1). The maximal octahedral shear strain was found
at the postero-tibial crest (1800 ^ 40m1) and the antero-
distal tibia (1940 ^ 30m1).

4. Discussion

Although bone adaptation to mechanical environment has
been observed for decades, the mechanisms underlying the
perception of the mechanical stimulus by the cell and the

Figure 3. (a) Tibia with strain gauge fixed in Zone 2. (b) Tibia
placed in the loading machine with strain gauge in Zone 2.

Figure 4. Loading signalwaveformwith a frequency of 2Hz and
maximum intensity at 8N for two consecutive loading cycles.
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biological pathways of the cell response are still far from
being completely understood.

The in vivo mechanical stimulation of mice tibias
combined with histology and histomorphometry (mCT) is
certainly one of the most promising techniques to gain
further understanding in the bone remodelling response to
mechanical stimulation. However, histology and mCT are
both very time-consuming techniques, and therefore these

techniques are generally used only at few locations of the
tibia (generally the midshaft, proximal and distal
sections), regardless of the loading state.

The goal of this study was to estimate the 3D map of
the octahedral shear strain distribution within the tibia of a
mouse under specific axial loading that corresponds to our
experimental setup. Octahedral shear strain intensity is a
good approximation of the mechanical stimulus that cells

Figure 5. (a) Strain records at Zone 2 for a dynamic load of 8N for two consecutive loading cycles. (b) Force–strain experimental
relations measured at three zones with the respective linear regressions and R 2 values.

Figure 6. Distribution of the microstrains Ezz within each of the three measurement zones, relative to a locally defined coordinate
system where the z-axis (arrows) is oriented along of the measurement axis and the y-axis is parallel to the measurement plate.
Comparisons with experimental data are shown in the right column for each zone at different loading intensities. The relative difference
are smaller than 10%. Figure available in colour online.
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can sense (Terrier et al. 1997). Thus, the 3D strain map
will serve as a reference for our future histology and mCT
planning, and it might as well be useful to any similar axial
stimulation experiments.

To determine the 3D map of the octahedral shear strain
distribution within the loaded tibia, a finite-element model
of a mouse tibia was built from mCT images. The model
was first validated with ex vivo experimental measure-
ments of strain at three different locations on loaded tibias.
Then the model was used to extrapolate these values to the
entire tibial volume.

The maximal octahedral shear strain, calculated on the
volumic model, was found at the postero-tibial crest
(1800 ^ 40m1) and the antero-distal tibia (1940 ^ 30m1).

These results indicate that bone adaptation should be
quantified in these areas, either for histological or
histomorphological measurements, as a maximal mech-
anical stimulus will generate a maximal response of the
tissue. It should be noted, however, than even in the
maximal strain zone, differences in strain values exist
inside the tibial section. A precise correlation between
applied external mechanical stimulus and biological
response can then be obtained only by using the combined
approach (experimental/numerical) followed in this study.

The loading force–local strain relationship was shown
to be linear in the three experimental zones until at least
1500m1 strain. Using a comparable loading system, the
experimental strain values are in accordance (max 6%

Table 1. Mean ^ SEM octaedral shear strain [m1] for each orientation of each of the five zones.

Orientation Proximal tibia Proximal diaphysis Tibial crest Midshaft tibia Distal tibia

Antero 250 ^ 5 280 ^ 6 380 ^ 10 670 ^ 20 1940 ^ 30
Postero 330 ^ 7 1050 ^ 20 1800 ^ 40 1400 ^ 15 640 ^ 20

Figure 7. Octaedral shear strain distribution calculated numerically for five different locations: proximal tibia (a), proximal-diaphysis
(b), tibial-crest diaphysis (c), midshaft (d) and distal tibia (e). Lines represent antero/postero separation and values represent the mean
octaedral shear strain in the respective zone. Figure available in colour online.
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difference) with De Souza et al. (2005). Our experimental
set-up can then be considered as validated.

When experimental and numerical strain values were
compared, a maximum difference of 10% was found for
the three different zones. These differences can certainly
be considered as acceptable, thus validating the numerical
model. It should be mentioned that the results of the
numerical model should be carefully considered for the
very proximal and very distal part of the tibia, as the joint
surface and the underlying trabecular bone might affect the
numerical results. However, as the maximal strain is not
found in these two regions, this aspect does not invalidate
the determination of the maximal strain zone.

A limitation for the correlation process between
external load and biological response is related to the fact
that loads were applied in the axis of the tibia, inducing
combined axial compressive and bending strains, due to
the natural curvature of the bone. These different modes of
strain were not accounted for in the presented analysis.
Strictly from a biomechanical point of view, it is
interesting to note that the numerical model indicated
that the maximum bending was observed on the fibula.
However, this information is of limited practical use as this
bone is too small to place a gauge to confirm the numerical
result. Moreover, this tissue is also too small for histology
or histomorphometry analysis.

In this study, we assumed that the mechanical stimulus
is directly related to strain. In the literature, different
mechanical stimuli have been proposed to explain bone
remodelling (Prendergast and Huiskes 1994; Parfitt 1996;
Turner and Pavalko 1998; Huiskes et al. 2000). However,
from an experimental point of view, only the tissue
elongation transformed to a strain value is accessible.
Other mechanical stimuli are mathematically related to the
strain through constitutive laws. The calculated zone of
highest strain obtained in this study can also be of general
use for models using different descriptions of the
mechanical stimulus.

To conclude, an experimental/numerical approach has
been developed to identify the 3D octahedral shear strain
map in an axial loading mode for a mouse tibia. It is
proposed that quantification of bone adaptation should be
performed at the tibial crest and at the distal diaphysis as
the maximum biological response should correspond to the
maximal applied strain. The numerical model could also
be used to furnish a more subtle analysis as a precise
correlation between local strain and local biological
response can be obtained.
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